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The first section of the paper introduces known theory relating to the description 
of the set of all ARMA structures via the concept of order, n, and the coor- 
dinatisation of all structures, M(n), of given order. The coordinates most easily 
used are related to the state space representation and in the first section these are 
related to coordinates obtained from the ARMA representation. In the second 
section geometric and topological properties of M(n) are considered. For example, 
the closure of M(n) is just. the union of all M(j), j< n. Such questions are 
important in connection with order estimation when the true order, n,, may be less 
than n and in connection with algorithm construction. Similarly the coordinates of 
a set of points in M(n), converging to a boundary point for a system of lower order, 
need not themselves converge. Such a boundary point will, in coordinates, map into 
an affine subspace of Euclidean space. This is shown and also it is shown how to 
construct coordinates that relate simply to this affiie subspace. 
1. INTRODUC~ON 
In estimating the parameters of ARMA systems, some topological and 
geometrical properties of the parameter space turn out to be important. In 
particular here we consider problems arising from the specification of an 
order that might be larger than the true order of the system. An 
understanding of the properties of the parameterization in this situation is 
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important for an understanding of the associated statistical and numerical 
problems. In particular, as we later indicate, the results obtained here show 
how important prior bounds on the parameters may be for stable numerical 
procedures. We consider ARMA systems 
+ A(i) y(t - i) = -4 B(i) &(f - i), 
,TO ,r0 
(1.1) 
where J(i), B(i) E Wx’ are parameter matrices and where the (unobserved) 
inputs c(t) satisfy 
E&(f) = 0; E&(S) E’(t) = 6,, * Q; n > 0. 
Adding observed inputs to (l.l), thus obtaining an ARMAX model, would 
cause no essential changes to our considerations; thus for the sake of brevity 
we restrict ourselves to the ARMA case. Let 
i(z) := 6 K(i) zi, ,G l(z) := + B(i) zi. ,s 
Throughout the paper we assume 
det g(z) f 0 
and that the transfer function 
g’-‘(z-l) * K(z-‘) 
is a proper (rational) matrix, i.e., of the form CEO K(i) zei (for all /z 1 larger 
than some c). In the statistical theory we must assume that the transfer 
function is identifiable from the outputs y(t). This is true if K(0) = Z and 
det~(z)#O,(zlSl; det l(z) # O,lzI < 1. 
We will not make the last two assumptions, because they are specific for the 
ARMA (as opposed to the more general ARMAX) case and their conse- 
quences for the results derived here are obvious. By K(0) = Z we can define 
another transfer function, namely, 
k(z) := F K(i) z-i, ,F, 
without loss of generality and thus have a strictly proper transfer function. 
We are considering (left) MFDs (matrix fraction descriptions) of k(z) 
k(z) = g- ‘(z) . h(z), 
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where the polynomial matrices 
g(z) = \“- ‘4(i) 2, iY0 h(z) = + B(i) zi ,eij 
can be transformed into the form of the original polynomial matrices f, K by 
(d(z), &>> = {diag zui}(g(z-‘), h(z-‘) + g(z-I)), 
where ui is the maximum degree of the ith row of (g, h). The pairs (g, h), 
such that k =g-‘h for some given k, form an equivalence class. Such 
equivalence classes are called k-equivalence classes or classes of obser- 
vational equivalence. It is well known [5, 10, 121 that an arbitrary pair (g, h) 
is equivalent to a left prime pair (go, h,) if and only if there exists a 
polynomial matrix d such that 
(g, h) =4&l, 0 (1.2) 
If the contrary is not stated explicitly, we will assume that the MFDs are 
irreducible, i.e., the polynomial matrices (g, h) are left prime. Then d in (1.2) 
must be unimodular, i.e., d must have constant non zero determinant, and 
thus the equivalence classes considered are the classes of left equivalence of 
polynomial matrices. A unique description of k (and thus of the ARMA 
system) is obtained if we prescribe a unique representative for every 
equivalence class. The pair (g, h) is left prime if and only if the degree of det 
g is minimal within the given equivalence class or if and only if (g(z), h(z)) 
has rank r for all z E C. Thus the degree of det g, say n, is an invariant for 
all observationally equivalent left prime pairs (g, h) and n is called the order 
or the McMillan degree of k (or of the system). We denote by M(n) the set 
of all transfer functions of order n. 
There is a “natural” topology for sets of transfer functions in our context, 
coming from the consistency of the maximum likelihood estimator [3, 711, 
corresponding to the relative product topology of (IRrXr)’ for the Laurent 
series coefficients K(i). As is well known (IR’Xr)N is metrizable. Unless the 
contrary has been explicitly stated we will always assume that sets of 
transfer functions are endowed with this topology. In this topology 
convergence of transfer functions is convergence for every K(i); for this 
reason we call this topology the pointwise topology. 
Another way of describing transfer functions is to use their Hankel matrix 
K(l), 
H := K(2), 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
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H has the following properties (see, for example, [ 111). If the ith row 
(column) of H is in the linear span of its preceding rows, then so is the 
(i + r)th row (column). If k is of order n then the maximum number of 
linear independent rows (columns) in H is exactly n and the same is true for 
Hz, where 
K(1) 
Hz:= . . . . . . . . . . . ..a......... , P,4E N. 
K(q) 
If Hi is of rank n, then seeking for thefirst basis rows of Hz defines integers 
n, ,..., n, such that these first basis rows have positions 1, 1 + r ,,.., 1 + 
(n, - 1) . r, 2, 2 + r ,..., 2 + (n, - 1) . r ,..., r, 2r ,..., n, . r, where C n, = IZ. The 
integers n, ,..., n, are called dynamical indices (or sometimes Kronecker 
indices). We take p as max n,. From h(z) = g(z) . k(z) we have 
O=(A(O)4(p))H;+,. (1.3) 
Expressing the rows of Hi,, in positions i + n, - r, i = l,..., r, as linear 
combinations of the preceding basis rows from the basis defined above, via 
(1.3), gives a uniquely defined g and thus by 
h= g-k (1.4) 
a uniquely defined representative (g, h) for every equivalence class. For a 
given equivalence class (g, h) is completely characterized by the following 
properties 14, lo]: 
g, h are left prime, gii are manic polynomials; 
4 Sij) < 6( g(i)3 j < i; &gij) < 4 gfi), j > i; 
‘(gji) < & gii), j f i; 6(hij) < 4 gii)? 
where by g, and h, we denote the (i, j) elements of g and of h, respectively, 
and 6 is to be read as “degree of.” Of course, n, = 6( g,J. The canonical 
form just described is called the Echelon form. One way of describing M(n) 
is to use these Echelon forms. Let V, denote the set of all transfer functions 
with dynamical indices a = (n, ... n,). Then M(n) is the union of all V, such 
that n, + .-. + n, = n. There are (:I;-‘) such sets V, and they are pairwise 
disjoint. Let r denote the vector of free parameters (i.e., of functionally 
independent parameters) in (g,h); we will often identify r and (g, h). 
Furthermore, by 7c, we denote the function attaching to (g, h) (or to r) the 
transfer function g-‘/z. Finally let p, be the mapping attaching to every 
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k E V, the corresponding free parameters of the Echelon form. p,(V,) is an 
open subset of Euclidean space of dimension da, where 
d, = n(r + 1) + 1 {min(ni, ni) + min(nj, FZ, + l)}. 
i&j< i 
This is quite straightforward to prove. That the left primeness requirement 
does not change openness can be seen from the requirement that (g(z), h(z)) 
must be of rank T, z E C (see [2]). Evidently pu, : V, -P~( V,) is bijective 
and ,u;’ is continuous. If k,, k, E V, and k, + k, then from (1.3) and ( 1.4) 
we have pCl,(k,) -+ pu,(k,) and thus p, is a homeomorphism. In this sense we 
can parameterize M(n) by a union of disjoint sets with, in general, different 
dimensions. 
Another way of parameterizing M(n) also starts from (1.3) and (1.4). Let 
U, denote the subset of M(n) where the rows of H: in positions 
1 1..., 1 + (n, - 1) r ,..., r )...) n, f r are linearly independent, but not necessarily 
the first linear independent ones. Thus the n, used in this context are in 
general not the dynamical indices. Clearly V, c Ua and (U, : C n, = n) is 
an overlapping covering of M(n). It can be shown that every U, with 
C n, = n is open and dense in M(n). Expressing the (i + nir) th row, 
i= 1 ... r by the basis rows defined above, via (1.3) and (1.4) gives a MFD 
k = g-‘h which is uniquely defined with respect to these basis rows. (g, h) 
has the following properties: 
g, h are left prime, gii are manic, 6( gji) < 6( gii) = n,, j f i. 
Completely analogous results can be obtained for a corresponding state 
space representation, 
x(t + 1) = Fx(t) + G&(t), u(f) = Hx(t) + +), 
of (1.1) (see, e.g., [9]) derived from the Hankel matrix. 
M(n) can be shown [ 1,8] to be a real analytic manifold of dimension 2nr, 
where the (U, : C n, = n) serve as coordinate neighborhoods. To be more 
detailed, besides (U, : C n, = n} being an open covering of M(n), there is 
with every U, an associate coordinate mapping 4, for establishing a 
homeomorphism between U, and an open set in IR*“‘. Furthermore for 
p= (m, .a* m,), 2 m, = n, 4. 0 4;’ : 0,&J, n U,) -+ 40(U, n U,) is a real 
analytic function. 
In the state space form all considered parameters of (F, G, H), which are 
not explicitly restricted to 0 or 1, are free and #,(k), k E U, , can be taken as 
a vector consisting of these free parameters. For the ARMA form, things are 
slightly more complicated: From (1.3) it is seen that in g all not explicitly 
restricted parameters, i.e., the coefficients of the columns up to power ni - 1, 
are free. In h, however, in general not all parameters are free. The next 
theorem indicates one possible choice for the vector r of free parameters: 
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Let.aij(u), pii( be the coefficients of z” in gij(z), h,,(z), respectively, and 
let Kij(U) be the coefficient of z-” in /c,~(z). Here k = g-‘h is the the uniquely 
defined MFD for k E U, described above. 
THEOREM 1. A set of coordinates mapping U, homeomorphically into 
I?*“’ is 
a,](u), u = 0, l,..., nj - 1; j, i z 1 . . . r; 
PijC”)* , u = 0, l,..., Izi - 1; i,j= 1 ... r. 
Proof: We know that these aij(u) together with the Key, u = l,..., ni, 
form a system of coordinates. The /3,(u) are bilinear in the aij(u), Key. 
Indeed 
Pii = ‘l “’ ail(U) K/j(U - u), -L 
where the inner summation is over u < u < n, - 1 + di,. Now pij(u) depends 
only on ~,~(tz, - u), v > 1 - 6,. Thus if pj is the vector of the Bij(u), 
24 = 0, l,..., n,- 1, i= 1 . . . r, and ~~ is the vector of the Key, u = 1 a.. rzi, 
i= 1 ... r, then pj = AK~, where A is a function of the air(v), independent of 
j, and arranging the elements in pi, ~~ in a suitable order A is upper 
triangular with units in the main diagonal. Thus the correspondence between 
the aij(U), Key and the coefficients listed in the statement of the theorem is 
one to one and analytic so that the theorem holds. 
2. THE PARAMETERIZATION WHEN LOWER ORDER SYSTEMS 
ARE INCLUDED 
As already mentioned, we will not in general know the true order. (Indeed 
there may be no true order.) Thus in estimating the system various values of 
n will have to be tried. If n is taken too small then, if we are using prediction 
error methods, for example, the estimate of k(z) will converge to the set of 
structures giving the minimum prediction error using a structure of order n. 
As shown in [7] the maximum likelihood estimator of the transfer function 
will converge to the true value provided n is not smaller than the true value 
n > n, but some pathology arises because the coordinate vector, in any coor- 
dinate system, cannot be expected to converge. It is this pathology that we 
now investigate. 
If A is a set, we denote its closure by x We denote by T, the pointwise 
topology on rc04,(U,) and by T, the quotient topology with respect to 
71,: #,(U,)+ rt,#, (U,) on the same set (i.e., the largest topology such that 
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rr, is continuous, where 7c, is defined analogously as before). T, represents 
the internal structure of the system, as it is the “natural” topology with 
respect to the equivalence classes. Of course the parameter spaces, which are 
subsets of Euclidean spaces, are endowed with the corresponding relative 
topology. 
In the next theorem we investigate some topological properties connected 
with the manifold structure of M(n). By /I = ($ .a. FZ~) < (x = (n, . . . n,) we 
mean np<ni, i= 1 ... r. 
THEOREM 2. Let a = (n, . . . n,) such that 2 ni = n. Then 
(i) 0, = G(n) = LJiGn M(i), 
(ii) #,(U,) is the set of all parameters r in R 2”r considered, 
corresponding to left prime pairs (g, h), 
(iii) #,(U,) = R*“‘, 
(iv> 71, kC,> = UOSn U,, 
(v) T,, c Ta and U, is the largest subset of n,#,(U,), where the 
corresponding relative topologies are identical. 
Proof: (i) The first equation immediately follows from the fact that U, 
is dense in M(n). If k, E a(n), then by definition there is a sequence 
k, E M(n) such that k,-+ k,. -If we consider the minors of the 
r(n + 1) x r(n + 1) Hankel matrices H”,::(t) for k,, then clearly all minors 
larger than n x n must be zero, and this must be true also for the limit. Thus 
the r(n + 1) x r(n + 1) Hankel matrix HIT:(O) for k, has at most n linearly 
independent rows and therefore k, is of order less than or equal to M; thus 
M(n) c uicn M(i). Conversely, if k, f M(n,), n, < n, then, examining the 
Hankel matrix, it is clear that we can always find a sequence k, where, for 
every t, k, E U,,,, n:>np, Cin:=n and such that k,+k,. 
(ii) As we have stated in the introduction, every r E #,(U,) corresponds 
to a left prime pair (g, h). Conversely if r E R*“’ - ga(U,), then the rows of 
the corresponding Hankel matrix, say ff(r), with positions 
1 ,***, 1 + r(n, - 1) ,..., r ,..., rn,, cannot be linearly independent since otherwise 
we would have a unique representation t E $,(U,). On the other hand the 
rows mentioned above must contain a basis due to (1.3). Thus the number n, 
of linearly independent rows is smaller than n, whereas the degree of det g 
corresponding to r is n and thus r corresponds to a non left prime pair. 
(iii) By (ii), it is sufficient to show that every r corresponding to a non 
prime pair (g, h) can be obtained as a limit of a sequence rt corresponding to 
prime pairs (g,, h,). As det g f 0, det g has only a finite number of zeros. In 
every neighbourhood of r we can choose a h, such that (g(z), h,(z)) has rank 
r for all z in C and thus (g, h,) is left prime. 
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(iv> wWL> = UDSn U, immediately follows from the proof of (ii). 
Conversely, if k, E U,, /3 < a, then using (1.3) and (1.4), k, can be 
represented (not necessarily uniquely) in d,(U,) . 
(v> Tp= T, immediately follows from the fact that 
rr,: #,(U,)+ z,(d,(U,)) is T,-continuous. As #,(U,J and U, are T, 
homeomorphic (U, is a coordinate neighbourhood) and #,(U,) and U, 
endowed with the quotient topology are homeomorphic, the relative 
topologies of T, and T,, respectively, are identical on U,. It remains to 
show that for every k, E n,#,(U,) - U, there is a sequence k, E U, that is 
T, but not TQ convergent. By (iv) there is a /? < a (i.e., ,6 < a with strict 
inequality in at least one component) such that k, E U,,. Thus, by 
Theorem 3, we can find a sequence r,* in the k, equivalence class, ]] t;” ]( + co 
such that ]]rF - r,*]] > 1, s # t. By (iii) there is another sequence 7, E $,(U,) 
such that (] r, - 7: ]( -+ 0. Of course (r[* ( t E N) and (~~1 t E IN) are closed sets; 
then (rr,(r,)] t E N) is To-closed and thus as k, is not in this set, ?r,(r,) 
cannot be T, convergent to k,. By the proof of (iii), the sequence 7t can be 
found such that, if (g,*, h:) and (g,, h,) correspond to r: and r,, respec- 
tively, we have g;” = g,. On the other hand rf can be chosen such that 
g: -’ has bounded coefficients and thus 
7TJr;) - n(r,) = g,* -y/q+ - h,) + 0. 
Remark 1. We now discuss some of the statistical and numerical conse- 
quences of Theorem 2. In Hannan [7] it is shown that if n, the order 
specified, is greater than or equal to the true order, n,, then the maximum 
likelihood estimator, & of the true transfer function, k,, will converge almost 
surely to the true function, in the pointwise topology. However this proof 
relates to the true maximum of the likelihood over M(n), n > n,, and does 
not refer in any way to the use of coordinates. The maximum will have to be 
computed, in practice, by an iterative calculation and such a calculation will 
demand the use of coordinates. The results of Theorem 2 show that the 
numerical problem of finding the maximum of the likelihood over the 
manifold can be difficult. Even if n = n, problems arise. For example a U, 
might be examined for a such that k, & U,. Then the corresponding “point” 
in the parameter space will be “at infinity,” by (iv) in the theorem, so that 
the maximum of the likelihood over #,(U,) will tend to be in the 
neighbourhood of the point at infinity and the computer may “overflow,” 
unless some a priori bound is placed on the parameter vector, i.e., on the 
part of #,(U,) that is examined. If n > n, then evidently precisely the same 
may happen if there is no a0 < a such that k, E Uao, again by (iv) of the 
theorem. Even if a > a’, (v) of the theorem shows that pointwise 
convergence does not necessarily imply convergence in the quotient topology 
since, for n > no, k, @ U,. Thus the corresponding sequence r, E #,(U,), 
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need not converge as the sample size increases. Indeed the considerations of 
Hannan [6] suggest that without some prior bound on the length of the 
vector in #,( U,) it is likely that r, will approach infinity. All of this shows 
how essential a prior bound on the coordinate vector will be. This is 
especially true for the case a 2 a’, as in this case the true transfer function 
can be approached with coordinates staying in a bounded region. Some prior 
bound on the zeros of det g, det l, away from the unit circle, will also be 
needed since the requirements on these determinants will also introduce 
boundary points the approach to which will cause the iterative algorithm to 
break down. 
Remark 2. For the parameterization of M(n) by Echelon forms we can 
obtain results analogous to (ii)-(v) in the theorem above. Note that there is 
just one a, namely, for the case where the basis vectors form a continuous 
string, for which V, = U,; for this, of course, pa = M(n). 
Next we consider the form of the equivalence classes in #,(u,). 
THEOREM 3. Let k, E U,, /I= (ny em* np) < a = (n, ... n,). Then the k, 
equivalence class in @,(U,) is an aflne subspace of dimension (n - no) r. 
Proof. Without restriction of generality we consider the case 
n,=xnP < n=Cni. Let 
be the MFD of k, corresponding to #n(ko). Then there exists a polynomial 
matrix d(z) = CIZo D( ) i zi such that an observationally equivalent pair (g, 
h) corresponding to r E b,(U,) can be written as 
(g,h)=d(g,@. (2.1) 
For our considerations only the “g-part” of (2.1) is relevant; it can be 
written as 
(A(0) )...) A(p), 0 )...) 0) = (D(0) . * * D(q)) * a, (2.2) 
where 
is of dimension r(q + 1) x r(p” + 1 + q) and represents g= Cf?!, x(i) zi and 
where p = maxi ni, p” = maxi np, and q is suitably chosen. 
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Let a, and di denote the ith row of the left-hand side of (2.2) and of 
(D(0) ... D(q)), respectively. Due to the fact that g is parameterized in 
#,(U,) we have n free parameters in a, with positions j + r . I, I < nj; the 
other parameters are fixed to zero or one. Write these restrictions as 
R,a: = rir i = l,..., r, 
where the r(p” + 1 + q) - n rows of Ri are unit vectors. From (2.2) we have: 
Riai=RiA’di=ri. (2.3) 
Thus the di vary over an aRine subspace of the form G* + kernel (Ria’); 
when di* satisfies (2.3). Looking at R,a’ it is easy to show that the 
dimension of this subspace is (n - no). As all columns of a’ are linearly 
independent also A’(d\* + kernel RA’) has dimension (n - n,,); doing this 
for every a,, i = l,..., r, gives the theorem. 
Remark. A result analogous to Theorem 3 can be obtained for the 
parameterization by Echelon forms. 
In proving convergence results it is useful to introduce new coordinates in 
d,(u,) by an affine transformation 
B=B,r+b, (2.4) 
such that for a fixed k, E U,, /3= (ny,..., n:) < a = (ni ..a n,), the first 
r(n - no) of the 2nr basis vectors form a basis for the k,-equivalence class. 
In these new coordinates every 6 is of the form (x, w) E R’(“-“0) x iRro’+“o) 
and y = 0 is equivalent to 0 being in the k,-equivalence class. 
THEOREM 4. Let r E #,(U,) correspond to (g, h), k, E U,, p < a, and 
let l,..., 1 + r(m , - 1) ,..., r ,..., rm,, denote the positions of the first linear 
independent columns of the Hankel matrix of k,. Finally let 
y(z)= z v(i)z-‘=h-g. k,. 
i=-p+l 
(2.5) 
Then the parameters yij(s), -n, < s Q 0, i, j = 1 ... r, and Vii(s), 
i= 1 . . . r,s= 1 . . . mj, j= 1 . . . r, form coordinates for a r(n + no) dimen- 
sional space complementary in IRrm to the k,-equivalence class. 
Proof Equation (2.5) can be written as 
(y(-P + l),.... y(O), w(1). y/(2), . ...) = (B(p - 1) ,..., B(O), 0, O,...,) 
0 0 . . . m / 




K(1) '. K(p+ 1) K(p+2) 1.. 
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where k,(z) = Cz, K(i) zei. As by Theorem 1 the b,(s), n, > s > 0, 
i,j= 1 . . . r, are the free parameters for h; the corresponding coefficients of 
v(z) are free parameters and affine functions of r. The same property for 
fyij(s), i=l ---r, s=l -.-mj+u, j=l *a I T, is easily seen from (2.6). If 
k = g-‘h = k, then v = 0. Conversely, as v E IR(“+ “0)’ are free parameters, 
I+V = 0 implies k = k, by Theorem 3. 
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